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To understand anything that I am about to tell you, you must realise that you have been deceived.
From the moment of your birth & all the years following, you have been continuously lied to.
Your school, your college, university, the media, your work, every contact you have ever had has
lied to you. They lied to you about money, religion, history, life & death. This was not necessarily
intentional. It's just that what we have been led to believe has been labelled as, "for our own good."
With the evolution of the media over the last 70 years what we are allowed to know has been
condensed into what is known as "The Consensus Reality."
This is a compilation of convenient agendas which are used to explain occurrences to a passive
population without allowing them to know the brutal realities of their situation.
It would be trite to explain this as a big conspiracy to enslave the people of the world. But "We The
People" have been complicit in our own enslavement. We agreed to go to school & become
indoctrinated with fallacies. We signed contracts for 30 years of mortgage debt to live in our own
home. We took on debts for our cars, domestic appliances & electronics. And once in debt we
agreed to work to pay it off.
There was once a time when the Western Economies worked well for us. Financial crime was a
small percentage of the national economy & our governments appeared to act responsibly.
We accepted that The Government & The Queen ruled and also accepted that the basis of
government was; Justice, Honesty Integrity & Democracy. Our own sense of honesty, right & wrong,
was the moral integrity which we grew up with. We also accepted our rulers as benign leaders to be
treated with respect. The rule of law was itself respected.
One of the major things that we have been lied to about is the whole basis of our existence. Our
security & our ignorance of the historic fact, that the world is ruled by psychopaths.
The Game of Life
One of the games of life is power & greed. People who have no sense of morality find that they can
win at this game easily because "The Others" who maintain a sense of personal ethics will always
lose. The most adept at this game are; psychopaths, sociopaths & people with criminal minds. In
the extreme, they will use violence against others or even murder competitors.
In The National Hierarchy of power & control it is usually the most aggressive psychopath who will
be able to rule competitors. Nowadays this mode of power & control also integrates with a covert
army or mafia. So the leader also has covert soldiers to subjugate blackmail, bribe or murder
without them becoming tainted.
One the contradictions of the Ruling Elite is that they like to pretend that they rule by consent.
Therefore public opinion is paramount. However this is likely to expire shortly with the creation of
"Digital Money" which will only be allowed to those who comply with the wishes of The Corporate
State.

The Corporate State.
In The World Hierarchy of Power there are many factions.
The Network of Global Corporate Control is one, another are the historic Royal Families. The
binding of these two opposing fiefdoms together resulted in stability after the second world war.
Both of these power bases being the richest power brokers in the world. The Royal Families with
hundreds of years of world-wide land & assets while The Corporations control; banking, the world
economy, mineral & energy resources. etc,
Unfortunately The Network of Global Corporate Control has been expanding its power base over
the last 50 years & The Bankers in particular have succeeded in taking over The Governments of
most of the sovereign nations in the world by owning & manipulation their Central Banks.
They have now extended their power base to take over the United Nations organisation to use it as
a control web & create a Global Government which they will control.
It should not be forgotten that these people are; psychopaths, sociopathic criminals, financial
terrorists & mass murderers.
The prosperity of the Western Nations of Europe & the USA has been built up through hundreds of
years of exploiting & subverting Nation States worldwide by the City of London War & Fraud
corporations. And now they have turned on their own populations.
THE CITY of London.
The City is the square mile financial district in the heart of London. (economic control)
It is one of the three World States, governing Independent Free States, and was given its
independent status by King John.... The other Free States are Washington (military control) & The
Vatican (Religion).
THE CITY is the centre of the World Economy including most international banks. The privatised
Bank of England is not just the Central Bank to the United Kingdom it is also the Mother Bank to
165 world Central Banks through which it controls The World Economy.
The lust for power & greed within the elite in The City of london has now turned to a grab to "Rule
the World" with their New World Order. But they have been exposed by the Internet alternative
media as a Criminal Cartel of Financial Terrorists. This has led to a sickness within The Elite, of
Satanic paranoid frenzy.
The UK Corporate State
The Corporations in The City have used their blackmail, bribery & murder ideology to subvert the
UK government into passing laws to create a Corporate State which has over-ridden the Nation
State Sovereign laws of The Queen & Country. This is assumed to be the work of the arch criminal
David Cameron who inveigled his way into the UK Government while working for The City criminal
Bankers.
Our criminal courts no longer deal with Corporate Crime only the crimes of "We The People." They
are there to control the domestic population only.

This leaves us unprotected from The Corporate takeover of the British Army, police force,
Institutions of Government, all housing, land & public owned buildings, parks not to mention
pensions & financial assets.
The London Media
You might wonder why The London Main Stream Media has been silent while all this was going on.
And therein lies the greatest betrayal of historic proportions ever to be played on the western
nations.
For not only are we kept ignorant of the takeover of our nation by The Corporate Bankers we are
also watching the London Main Stream Media working against The Queen in subverting our nation
into a country of slaves controlled by psychopathic paranoid criminal Bankers.
It Was Russia
The fly in the ointment for these Globalist psychopaths has turned out to be Russia. Russia, who
have been insulted continuously & degraded by The Western Media at every opportunity. Russia,
who have been inflicted with a list of murders & war provocations. Russia, whose only apparent
failing has been, unbelievably, to support Christian nations & themselves against the NATO/ISIS
axis of evil.
And now we see The Truth. As Donald Trump tries to rescue the USA from the grip of the Deep
State Globalist Bankers. He is threatened with assassination on a daily basis and as the Globalist
Bankers of The Network of Corporate Control, using their Western Main Stream Media, have
ridiculed him at every opportunity, and anyone else they see as a threat.
The Internet
The Globalists are now fighting battles on so many fronts that hey have resorted to Nuclear threats
on their own countries. Their psychopathic insanity has grown to new unheard of heights outside of
a mental hospital. The psychopaths have morphed into homicidal mass murderers.
They plan to start World War 3, Nuke the World and carry out Shock & Awe covert attacks on their
own populations to cover up their criminal frauds & control “The World”.
They are frantically trying to close down the power of the internet because "knowledge is power,"
free speech has left their criminality totally exposed.
The Game of Death
The Bankers who wish to create a world government which they control may be described as
immoral. Even the financial investors & speculators in The Stock Exchange, Derivatives Market etc
can claim to be unaware of the International War & Fraud that their profits come from.
But The City of london criminals have made a strategic mistake in turning their power & greed on
their own Nation States. We have witnessed their treatment of Greece at close hand. Their modus
operandi has been exposed for everyone to see. The manipulation of the German Central Bank as it
subverts all the EU Nations with loans they cannot repay & then grabs their assets & eventually
their nations sovereignty.
And the City of london economic war on every nation that fails to bend to its will, followed by covert
attacks, sabotage on every front & eventually a NATO attack.
 And all this is done under the excuse that it protects & provides for the UK Economy. But it is
done for personal enrichment. And in fact The City of london which fully controls The UK

Treasury & the Armed Forces has many schemes by which it continually fleeces the UK
Taxpayer with fake scenarios like Wind Farms, Fracking, Smart Meters, privatisations,
surveillance & personal data archives to increase its own power & control of the population.
The Main Stream Media
You may have noticed how the Main Stream Media concentrates on an agenda to support the
divisions within our society with; gender confusion, racial conflict, male & female political correct
insanity.
This agenda is simply the destruction of Christianity, Christian values, personal conscience, family
values & the sense of right & wrong.
It also derides our heroes; Corbyn, May, Trump, Farage, Marine lePen, Geert Wilders while
promoting the false & vacuous stars of Hollywood & Music.
Worse than this, there is a world-wide agenda to indoctrinate our youngest children with false
values & identity confusion to make them loyal citizens to the World Global Government. And again
to destroy family loyalties, morality & stability.
Our schools & Public Servants are being taken over by a new education phenomenon known as
Psycho Lingual Programming, (PLP)
Some clever (evil) therapists have combined mind control, brain washing & ideological control into
school & training courses.
The Agenda
The removal of God & Religion from our schools & society is no accident. This is a planned
evolution to control the mindless people who have undergone this indoctrination.
An indoctrination that is also being used on key Public Servants & MP;s under the guise of
"Management Training."
The Christians vs The Satanist
We have all been brainwashed since birth to be self centred materialistic pawns in this power game.
It is impossible to put into words an explanation of the criminal insanities which purvey our
despicable elite. This Satanic Empire has been built on bribery, blackmail, paedophilia, & satanic
ritual abuse. To them the mass murder of a nation for profit is not collateral damage but a sexual
thrill.

The Final Irony
In abandoning God, personal religion & morality we have become the leeches on the back of world
poverty.
The Main Stream Media has indoctrinated us into false values & ideologies.
But some people still have fragments of innate inbuilt conscience surviving in their mind.
and while The Main Stream Media may distract & destroy the minds of the population there is still
“The Truth of God.”

It takes time, sometimes years for people to de-programme themselves from the insanities in our
society but be aware that in every person from birth there was a connection to God & every other
living being.
The Satanists may have stolen our society & our country but they are losing the battle to steal The
World.
And the Satanist have received a message from God;
"You have been found deficient."

The Truth of God
Bred out of us since birth is the awareness of God within ourselves. We have been programmed &
are being programmed to respect & comply with our Satanic Masters in a Satanic Society of chaos,
debauchery, social conflict, War & Fraud.
The Truth of God which they and the Western media have fought so hard to conceal is that every
human being is linked subconsciously to each other & to our own personal religious belief. God.
Our conscience is our guide to the future happiness of mankind.
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